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Linlin Cui, Yueting Chai, Zhiyu Qin 
(Department of Automation, Tsinghua University. Beijing, 100084.) 
Abstract: Supply Chain Collaboration (SCC) is defined as a status of optimized overall utility of the supply chain 
under the precondition of satisfactions of each supply chain member. The achievement of SCC is relative to the 
cooperation mechanisms or contracts among members. To evaluate the degree of SCC in different contracts, a 
quantitative index of Collaboration Percent (CP) is defined, which can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the supply 
chain resources usage and direct the design and improvement of the contracts among supply chain members. The 
results of theoretic analysis and numerical experiments proved the validation of the quantitative evaluation index CP. 
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? 2 ?????????????? 
?Wb?b? (3.0, 0.0) (3.0, 0.1) (3.0, 0.3) (3.0, 0.5) (3.0, 0.7) (3.0, ????? (2.2, 1.6) 
??? P 50235? 50228? 50235? 50233? 50233 50876? 52426?
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??? C 96.89%? 96.96%? 98.49%? 99.53%? 100.00%? 97.38%? 100.00%?
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